Executive Director, Dr. Meg Lowman, visualizes the size of one ton of carbon dioxide, one of
several forest conservation issues featured at Copenhagen climate change meetings, 12/2009
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10. New business for 2011 by Meg Lowman
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TREE Foundation - Statement of Purpose
Mission- tree research, exploration and education (T.R.E.E)
Vision - that the next generation will have the benefits of sustainable forests both locally
and globally
Who we are - a non-profit devoted to environmental education of citizens about trees and
the ecosystem services they provide to human health, and on-the-ground conservation
actions to conserve forests around the globe
Core competency - We leverage our expertise, professionals, and partnerships to inspire
global actions through research, education and partnerships for global forest
conservation; and we engage local actions through environmental education programs,
especially for youth.
Values
Diversity - TREE focuses on programs that are inclusive of many ages, cultures, and
geographic regions, with special attention to inclusivity of local, Florida-based audiences;
and uses diverse outreach technologies to disseminate our messages.
Outreach - TREE prioritizes education outreach to families, policy-makers, and youth as
a core value for all programs.
Passion - TREE is passionate to inspire forest conservation and serve as a catalyst for
environmental solutions.
Sensitivity - TREE works with a small environmental and economic footprint, and
respects the values and views of other cultures in all aspects of our work.
Sustainability - TREE seeks sustainable solutions to forest conservation through its
education and exploration programs. We aspire to leave the world a better place for the
next generation.
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TREE fOuNDATION
Dr. Thomas E. Lov<J0'y, President, The H. John Heinz "' Center tor Science, Economics, and the Environment
Honorar,y 50ard Chairman

TREE Foundation Annual Report 2010
Happy 10th anniversary of the TREE Foundation! And happy 10th birthday to the Myakka
River State Park canopy walkway. This year marks some landmark dates in our
organizational history, as well as entering a critical decade for bringing environmental
education to both the public and to policy-makers. Thank you to all our TREE donors for
your generous support of TREE Foundation in 2010, and especially for your enthusiasm
to sponsor programs that link kids to nature, foster education about forest ecosystems,
and stimulate environmental education for local and global communities.
This marks a banner year for our foundation dedicated to tree research, education, and
exploration. TREE has grown in all its mission activities: local, national, and globaL Our
donations have exceeded all previous years, and our mission continues to fill an
enormous void in Florida and beyond. We continue to receive over 30,000 hits per month
on our website, indicative of a large virtual following as well as our existing supporters
that include donors, students, schools, institutions and environmental organizations.
TREE's leadership is also expanding into the virtual arena, reflecting the twenty-first
century workforce. First, Executive Director Meg Lowman was recruited to set up a
nationally-acclaimed, cutting edge science education program for the state ofNorth
Carolina. As the new Director of the Nature Research Center, Meg will continue to
advocate for TREE programs including science education outreach, science
communication to public audiences, and increased environmental literacy. She will
continue to advise her thesis students and other New College efforts as requested. Meg
will keep an address in Florida and continue to oversee important activities such as our
tenth anniversary celebration, maintenance of the Myakka walkway, education outreach,
and climate change advising of the state CFO, Alex Sink. With emerging technologies,
TREE joins other organizations in their virtual membership and decision-making. Of a
similar nature, our Honorary Board Chairman, Dr. Tom Lovejoy, was appointed the
Biodiversity Chair of the Heinz Center for Science, Economics and the Environment
(stepping down from the role of President). Tom will also split time as Professor of
Environmental Sciences at George Mason University in Virginia. TREE now has a new
dimension of its "local but global" mantra.
To cover our expanding programs, TREE is proud to announce a new partnership
with undergraduate environmental students. We have created a new title, Vice President
of Development, to be occupied by one outstanding New College undergraduate
interested in learning more about non-profit governance. In exchange for volunteering
with TREE, our first Vice President, Taylor Jamrok, will learn the nuances of grant-
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writing, fund-raising, and board governance. We look forward to this win-win mentoring
opportunity! Welcome, Taylor!

Local TREE Programs
1. Linking kids and families to nature - Walkway signage
Two main environmental education programs continue to prosper and thrive at the
local level. Our flagship project, the Myakka Canopy Walkway, is undergoing a
"conservation face-lift" with new and more updated signage. First, the canopy
walkway sign was updated with new locations of walkways around the world.
Second, a conservation sign was added along the exit trail, giving visitors a takehome message about how their own behavior can contribute to forest
conservation. This sign is printed in English and Spanish to insure broad outreach
to a diverse visitorship. A third sign explains what forests do for us, and educates
the public about the importance of forests.

2. Environmental education - Brochures. TREE revised and printed 20,000 new
brochures as a donation to Myakka River State Park, so that every visitor learns
about the importance of forest canopies during his/her adventure in the treetops.

3. Children's treehouse We continue to partner with the Crowley Nature Center,
having raised over $10,000 to contribute to a match for a new tree-house on their
site. Crowley has generated great enthusiasm among their board, and has also
engaged an architect who is creating their site design.. This project represents a
second flag-ship project for TREE, following in the footsteps of our successful
canopy walkway at Myakka River State Park. With the downturn in the economy,
construction of the treehouse is postponed until 2011, awaiting a matching grant
solicited by Crowley staff.

4. Rain Forest Canopy Exhibit -The National Science Foundation canopy exhibit
continues its productive lifespan, circulating to schools and festivals. One New
College student used the exhibit as a focal point for his environmental education
thesis, and the exhibit "lived" at Pine View Elementary School in Osprey, Florida
for several months. The exhibit will travel to North Carolina, where an anticipated
1 million visitors will view it in 2011.
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5. Python Rapid Response Training Course - TREE partnered with the Longboat
Key Garden Club to host an invasive python rapid response training course for
Florida government employees and citizens. Over sixty participants attended the
half-day course, and received information about capturing pythons safely, thereby
removing them from living in Florida ecosystems and invading natural
ecosystems. Dr. Lowman worked with students to create a mathematical model of
python invasion northward, based on data from the Florida Everglades. Not only
was the model presented to Sarasota County commissioners to guide policy
making, but the students also presented a poster at the scientific meetings of the
Ecological Society of America in August.

6. Student Research - One TREE-sponsored college senior completed his thesis on
the "Ecology of Lichens in the Myakka Forest Canopies". In addition, our former
Panamanian intern, Guillermo Sanchez, was accepted for a Science Journalism
masters program in Panama - congratulations! We are currently fund-raising for a
new intern from the Peruvian Amazon and another from Ethiopia.
New College student Angelique Girrard received support to attend the national
Ecology Education Summit in Washington DC, as part of her thesis research on
environmental education in America. Bryson Voirin continues his cutting-edge
research on sloth ecology in Panama as a PhD student at the Max Planck Institute,
and receives continued support from TREE for his canopy access and expertise.
Charissa Jones received support to attend the Ecological Society of American
meetings, and has been accepted with full scholarship for graduate school in
environmental studies at Antioch New England. Christine Rohal was funded to
produce the educational brochure about medicinal plants in the Amazon, which
was distributed to the local shaman near our canopy field site in Peru, to assist in
funding the continued training of the next generation of shamans. Christine
McCormick pursued studies of cave ecology, in particular endangered bats.
Elizabeth Crate received funding for ecological research in the Amazon rain
forest canopies. Forest Hayes and Michael Dexter received funding to produce a
local bird guide to the water birds of Myakka River State Park. They presented a
box of brochures to the Friends of Myakka at their monthly meeting, for future
distribution to teachers and educators using the park.

7. Virtual nature - Out website continues to attract over 30,000 hits per month,
making it a "go-to" place for information about forests, and a highlight for many
student assignments. Dr. Lowman continues to be extremely busy answering
middle school students who write from around the country with questions
regarding rain forest conservation and environmental inspiration. Taiwan sent an
official delegation to tour our walkway in June, and many other groups contact
TREE for similar information. TREE also partnered this year with the Audubon
Society and Green Mountain Digital Inc. to trial a new PDA (hand held digital)
field guide about Florida wildlife for both students and citizens. In addition,
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TREE also launched a bird field guide for Myakka canopy walkway region,
created by New College students, as a continued effort to inspire visitors about the
natural world in Florida. TREE continues to sponsor local third and fifth grade
science classes who are monitoring the health of bromeliads (air plants) from the
walkway. Check out their progress on our website: www.treefOlmdation.org.As
part of TREE's mentoring activities, New College undergraduates mentor
elementary students and also learn firsthand about science education by assisting
younger students.

8. Training the next generation - TREE continues its vital sponsorship of student
research on tree canopies and environmental issues. The third and fifth grade
students at Pine View Elementary School are supported for their continued
environmental monitoring of bromeliads at Myakka River State Park canopy
walkway (check out their drawings and data on the TREE website).

9. Educating the local community about the environment. TREE continued its
sponsorship of a community lecture, with world-acclaimed climate change
photographer Gary Braasch (wv,rw.worldviewofglobalwarming.org), who
presented his work including time-lapse of glacier melt, the fate of fisherman in
Tuvalu, and the scientists around the world who are passionately measuring
indicators of climate change. Gary's talk was inspirational to both citizens and to
the college students in particular. In addition, TREE provided the content for
more than 10 local ecology lectures.

10. Birthday planning. For TREE's 10th anniversary, we partnered with Turner
Landscaping (\\<ww.turnerlandscaping.com) to launch our decadal project called
"1000 Trees in Year 10". This not only celebrates the birthday of TREE and of
our canopy walkway, but is appropriate in this United Nationals proclaimed Year
of Biodiversity at a global scale. For this project, TREE is soliciting local groups
who need trees on their campus - schools, art museums, road medians, and city
parks - and will work with Turner to bring in four-foot high live oaks (Quercus
virginiana), plant them during the rainy season. To date, TREE has donated trees
to New College in honor of its 50 th anniversary, to North Port for their Tree Walk,
to Venice High School; tree donations are pending with Myakka River State Park,
Booker School, and several community parking lots. In addition, we hope to host
a "Sustaina-Ball" event in spring 2011, which will be a gala candlelight picnic at
the Myakka canopy walkway.
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National and International Canopy Programs
11. TREE continues to sponsor the Center for Canopy Ecology (CCE), with its
records and archives about canopy walkways and other aspects of canopy
ecology. During 2009-10, TREE and CCE co-hosted the 5th International Forest
Canopy Conference in Bangalore, India. National Science Foundation funded this
event, along with TREE and Ashoka Trust for Ecology and the Environment (an
Indian NGO). The importance of this event cannot be underestimated, since
approximately 250 Indian students attended and came away inspired to work
harder on their country's forest conservation (www.canopy2009.org) . At the
conference, Dr. Lowman was awarded the ACE Award by her colleagues
(Achievements in Canopy Ecology). She also was featured in three newspaper
articles featuring the conference and its scientists. In addition, Dr. Lowman was
awarded a Fulbright Senior Specialist award to India for 2011. The Indian
government has requested her expertise to help design important forest
conservation programs in India and lead science education outreach events during
her visit. A publication about the economics of canopy walkways, featuring our
Myakka metrics, was published by the international journal, Biotropica.
University of California Press has contracted a new canopy methods book with
scheduled publication in 2011; and Springer Verlag has contracted to publish the
canopy conference proceedings.
12. TREE is leading forest conservation initiatives in Ethiopia and India. During
2009, TREE funded a workshop to educate the bishops of Ethiopia, who are
stewards of the country's last remaining forests otherwise known as "church
forests". Due to the success of this seed funding, National Geographic funded a
full-fledged expedition to survey the biodiversity of Ethiopia's church forests
during August 2011. TREE partnered with National Geographic and the Orthodox
Christian church leadership, but in addition, eight scientists volunteered their time
and expertise to survey these unknown regions of our planet. Because church
forests house water supplies, support biodiversity including pollinators of local
crops, and represent important spiritual centers, they are an important legacy to
the health and well-being of Ethiopian people. TREE continues to provide canopy
textbooks to biologists working in global "hot-spots" that desperately need
conservation expertise. For relatively small contributions, our efforts go a long
way! Dr. Lowman is assisting with large-scale grant-writing conservation
initiatives in both Ethiopia and India during the upcoming year.

13. Ethnobotanical Knowledge - New College students completed an ethnobotany
brochure for the Amazon rain forest. Copies will be donated to several villages in
Peru, so they can sell them to eco-tourists and create a revenue stream through
sustainable forest conservation practices. Our partnership with Amazon Amigos,
with its mission to create clean water supplies and educate Peruvian villagers
about its importance for their children, continues to achieve great success for
relatively little funding. Approximately $1500 will fund the infrastructure for a
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simplified water-purification system in a local village. A third Amazonian intern,
Willy Flores, hopes to train with our Center for Canopy Ecology in 2011, but was
refused in his first attempt to obtain a Visa.
14. Our emeritus director, Thomas Lovejoy (formerly President of the Heinz
Center for Science, Economics and the Environment in Washington DC) has
transitioned to an endowed Chair in Biodiversity at the Heinz headquarters. In
addition, Tom has accepted a part-time appointment at George Mason
University's Environmental Studies department. Tom will be in charge of several
global conservation programs this year as part of the United Nation's Year of
Biodiversity, and he continues to represent TREE Foundation in his important
global outreach. We welcome new Research Associate, Dr. David Jarzen, a
world-acclaimed paleo-botanist who also directs important science education
outreach programs at the University of Florida, Gainesville. In addition, Mr. Dan
Bennett, philanthropist and business entrepreneur from Texas, joins our honorary
board as part of the Ethiopian conservation team. Dan is helping us obtain fencing
as a long-term effort to conserve Ethiopia's church forests.
15. Sister Walkway in Taiwan - Two Taiwanese naturalists applied and received a
National Award to pursue "their dream." Fu Kuo-Ming had read Dr. Lowman's
book in his native language, and dreamed of building a canopy walkway for his
country. He won a coveted award to travel to Florida to learn about walkway
construction from Dr. Lowman, and recently visited to pursue his dream.
16. Education Summit - TREE supported the Education Summit entitled,
Environmental Literacy for a Sustainable World - Ecology and Education
Summit held in Washington DC during October 14-16. This meeting brought
together the leaders of over 200 environmental education organizations, with a
goal to reduce redundancy, and share best practices among different stakeholders.
The conference also integrated technology with real ecology, discussing ways that
hand-held mobile technology can augment hands-on (muddy-boots)
environmental education.
17. Climate Change Conferences at Copenhagen - Dr. Lowman attended the
climate change meetings to write for the Herald Tribune, to blog/tweet/use new
technologies for media communication, and to represent TREE. She met with the
Bellona Foundation, spent time with GPC (Global Canopy Programme), and
interfaced with forest conservation groups supporting REDD (Reduce
Environmental Degradation and Tropical Deforestation).
18. Nature's Secrets - Dr. Lowman continues to write a science column in the
Herald Tribune, which is also distributed on her website. The articles feature
many of TREE's mission activities, including walkways and forest conservation
both locally and globally.
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TREE Foundation is grateful for your continued support of our local and global
forest conservation projects. With a relatively small budget, we are proud of our
activities, and our outreach to a large diversity of constituents. We continue to be the only
foundation in southwest Florida dedicated to conservation of our trees, forest
conservation and environmental education - so thank you for supporting this legacy to
the next generation. To celebrate ten years, TREE is partnering with Turner Tree &
Landscaping Company to plant 2 live oak trees for every $100 donated and 20 trees for
every $1000 donated. In this way, your donations are not only educating the public about
the importance of forests, but actually helping to keep Florida green!
Yours from the treetops,

Lfn·~G::)
Meg Lowman
Executive Director

Gerri Aaron
President, Board of Directors
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TREE Foundation and Amazon Amigos thank all of our global supporters!!
It was great to have New College students visit our
water treatment plant at the village of Manco Capac at
the end of January 2010.

How quickly a year passes and how much can be
accomplished when we all pull together. In the year
2009, many projects were started and completed by
the staff at CONAPAC plus on-going efforts to
support and sustain what we have started in past
years. For 2009 the following was accomplished:
1. Delivery of books & school supplies to 79 villages,
for 130 schools with just about 5,000 students and
teachers
2. Four, 3-day community and teacher workshops
with volunteer leaders for approximate 500 people
3. 14, one day, community service projects with travel
guests
4. Six new mini-water treatment plants
6. Seven, 2-day community water workshops
7. Major improvements and successes at Las Malvinas school, an urban, environmental
teaching garden
8. A second mini-bakery in the community ofIrlanda
9. More mini fish farms (piciposas)
10. A new website for CONAPAC www.conapac.org
Although the world-wide economic crisis continues to affect pleasure travel (and the Amazon
rainforest is no exception), our donations and grants continue to arrive and strengthen our
goals. With much to do but little time or money, our committed staff is happy and proud of
the many things accomplished in 2009. CONAPAC receives donations from a variety of
resources but our partnership with Amazon Amigos is a particularly special one. Thank you,
Meg & Frances, for your incredible commitment to the rainforest; your creative energy; and
your endless enthusiasm for the various projects and opportunities which CONAPAC offers
your donor base!
Muchas gracias!!
Marcos Oversluijs & the CONAPAC Staff

Water Plant Photo by Dayna Lazarus
Photo of Marcos by Meg Lowman
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Kew Gardens, England, has followed the lead of TREE Foundation, and installed a canopy
walkway on their grounds. The visitorship has sky-rocketed, with families and children inspired
about tree canopies when they visit this new treetop walk outside London.

TREE Foundation Website Updates (October 2010)
Over the last year the TREE Foundation website has benefited from some
updated design enhancements, new content, and visibility on popular social
networks such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. Below are a few
examples of what’s new on the TREE website. (Screen captures of the new
content are located on the second page.)
 1 – Canopy Education Section
This section contains a growing list of games, posters, graphics and other
material to assist teachers and students with rain forest ecology teaching
and outreach.
 2 – Bromeliad Monitoring
The third grade class at Pine View monitor the bromeliads at Myakka River
State Park throughout the school year for signs of weevil feeding. The
students take notes and submit drawings of their observations. The data is
then posted on the TREE website.
 3 – TREE’s 10th Anniversary
During the celebration of the TREE Foundation’s 10th Anniversary, a treeplanting project was launched. For every $100 donated to the Myakka
canopy walkway or TREE’s environmental education program, two trees
would be planted. Donations are able to be made using the website’s
online donation system.
 4 – Copenhagen Climate Change Summit (COP15)
As Meg traveled to Copenhagen for the United Nations Framework on
Climate Change Convention, her daily experiences were tracked via blog,
Twitter, and Facebook.
 5 – Church Forests of Ethiopia
Meg’s daily adventures during her recent trip to Ethiopia to survey the
biodiversity of the church forests were posted on the website, blog,
Facebook and Twitter. Photo galleries and videos were added to enhance
the content. Other technologies used included Google Earth and YouTube
Playlists.

1 - Canopy Education Section

3 - TREE’s 10th Anniversary

5 - Church Forests of Ethiopia

2 - Bromeliad Monitoring

4 - Copenhagen Climate Change Summit

